GRADES 3 – 5

LENGTH: 25 minutes
STUDENT LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
Students will be able to …

Debate the
pros and cons
of digital life.

Propose
alternative
solutions to help
deal with digital
dilemmas.

Share
perspectives to
extend learning
with their peers.

Model positive, safe,
legal, and ethical
behavior during online
social interactions.

CASEL Competencies:
Social Awareness: The ability to take the perspective of and empathize
with others, including those from diverse backgrounds and cultures.
The ability to understand social and ethical norms for behavior and to
recognize family, school, and community resources and supports.
Responsible Decision Making: The ability to make constructive choices
about personal behavior and social interactions based on ethical
standards, safety concerns, and social norms. The realistic evaluation of
consequences of various actions, and a consideration of the well-being of
oneself and others.

ISTE Standards for Students:
Digital Citizen: Students will be able to recognize the rights,
responsibilities, and opportunities of living, learning, and working in an
interconnected digital world, and they will act and model in ways that
are safe, legal, and ethical.
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MATERIALS & PREP:
• Cue up Respect video, Stand Up (www.adventure2learning.com/digital-life)
• Print/cut 1 set of the Brain & Body Activity Cards per student/pair/class
• Print/cut copies of the Brain & Body Activity Cards to send home (optional)

Kindness
Respect

- act of being friendly, generous, and considerate
- a feeling of admiration toward someone due to their abilities,
qualities, or achievements
Communication - an exchange of sending or receiving information or news
Online chat
- digital conversation in the form of text or emojicons (“emojis”)
Target
- a person who is the object of (often negative) attention
Bystander
- someone who knows what is going on but doesn’t get involved
Upstander
- someone who helps another when needed
Cyberbully
- someone who intentionally hurts another continuously
through online communication

INTRODUCTION
(2 minutes)

Online chats are part of our everyday global communication experiences.
Whether it be through Instagram, Messenger, or online chatbots, we are exposed
to frequent, short bursts of digital conversations. At times, some of these digital
conversations and emoticons take on a negative tone. What is most important is
how we hold ourselves accountable with our online reactions, when faced with a
negative online chat conversation. We need to develop this habit of mind of being
respectful in all instances of our lives.
1.

For younger students, you may want to poll your students as to who has heard
of this rhyme:

Sticks and stones may break my bones, but words will never hurt me.
2. Ask students if this saying is true or not in their daily lives.
3. Explain that while the message is good, in reality, we know that words can
indeed hurt – especially when they are online in texts, emails, comments, or
posts, as these messages are lacking the context of face-to-face
communication.
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OPENING ACTIVITY
(8 minutes)
1.

Load the Respect video, Stand Up, from the Digital Life website
(www.adventure2learning.com/digital-life) ahead of time. In this video, the
main character waffles between being a bystander or an upstander when he
sees another boy being targeted online.

2. Let students know: First, you will watch a video about being respectful online.

Afterwards, we will discuss the video and how it applies to our everyday lives.

3. After the video, guide a group conversation:
❑ How do you think the target was feeling in this video?
❑ How do you think the main character was feeling in this video?
❑ When did the main character misstep? What could he have done

differently in the moment?

❑ Why do you think the main character didn’t stand up for the target during

the online chat?
❑ Can you relate to this situation? Have you ever been the target of or witness
to mean messages or cyberbullying?

GROUP ACTIVITY
(10 minutes)

Loop “Respect” by Aretha Franklin
as background music.

The printable Brain & Body Activity Cards are designed to be used by individuals
or pairs in a rotation station model; alternatively, you could propose one card’s
activity to the whole class. Simply print and cut out the cards for distribution. Each
of the 10 cards encourages learners to dive deeper by working through the digital
dilemma in a new way -- one that might be helpful when and if they ever are
coping with these situations in the real world. These Brain & Body Activity Cards
prompt students’ voice and choice in how they want to respond to the video:

Drawing:
Writing:
Making:
Sharing:
Reflecting:

Create a 3- to 5-scene comic strip or storyboard of the video. How
could you change a scene or create an alternate ending?
Develop a new script for others to act out. Will you write a happy
or sad ending?
Create a fortune-teller (Google “cootie catcher” for printable
templates if needed) that spells out alternative ways to deal with
the situation. What other solutions are there?
Sketchnote a rebus emoticon story based on the video. How
would you represent the emotions of the characters in the video?
Write a letter or postcard to your best friend explaining what you
saw happening in the video. How did it make you feel?
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Speaking:
Designing:
Producing:
Prototyping:
Blank Prompt:

ACTIVITY WRAP-UP
(5 minutes)

1.

Create a paper or aluminum foil hat that represents one of the
characters in the video. If you were wearing it, how would you
describe what happened to you, the character?
Design a digital citizenship badge related to this video’s
theme. What are some ways that someone could earn this
badge?
Record a 30-second PSA (public service announcement) related
to the video. What is your key message for others?
Using basic materials to represent your idea, create a product
that could help the main character in this video. How does your
product work?
Create your own activity based on a unique idea that you have
around this video’s theme. What would be the activity prompt
that you could share with others?

As a facilitator, rotate between the
students to observe how they are
solving these digital dilemmas.

Conclude by asking your students to share out about their activity choice.

2. Ask them to reflect on what they created and to describe the thinking behind
their work:
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Which activity card did you choose, and why?
Will you share what you created?
What are you most proud of?
What did you learn during this activity?
What was challenging?
Any “a-ha” moments for you?

FAMILY ACTIVITIES
(Optional)

Simply send home the Brain & Body Activity Cards with students, so that families
can watch the video and engage in an activity together. Kids will have the
opportunity to facilitate and “reteach” the objectives to their family members.
Note that a QR code reader can be used to easily access the video again (any free
version from an app store will do). Each card also outlines takeaway tips.

Digital Life is made possible in partnership by
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